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There comes a period atlanta divorce attorneys woman’s existence when she realizes that the dreams she
had as a girl are growing farther apart in the rearview mirror.”There are so many things I thought I'd
have done by now! Susan’s declaration of, &#147;Join writer Susan Campbell Cross as she tackles that
very issue in The FabYOUList: List It, Live It, Love Your Life, an inspiring, humorous and heartfelt story
of reinvention.and ways to, too. led her to reflect upon what exactly those things had been. Pen and paper
in hand, she composed a &#147;herself. list and challenged herself to do everything on it before her 40th
birthday. Ironically, the list ended with #40, &#147; Fly on the trapeze, skinny dip, learn to surf, go church
shopping, consider guitar lessons, run a 5K, and get yourself a paid acting job, were just the end of the
iceberg.compose a book. What can you do to make those childhood ambitions possible? This is that reserve!
It’s all about how in conquering numbers 1 through 39, Susan transformed her existence&#151;”The
FabYOUList: List it, Live it, Love YOUR DAILY LIFE invites you along on every madcap escapade as Susan
ventures outdoors her safe place and into the adventure of her lifestyle, ultimately coming face-to-face
with what she discovers has been her biggest obstacle all along&#151;desire I had done”
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Embrace Your Adventurous Spirit! I had envisioned more after reading the evaluations. For those who have
set your targets and dreams aside, this book will encourage you to open up the doors to your heart and
embrace your adventurous spirit. Susan's memoir enables you to think, laugh and explore yourself in a
complete new way! ESSENTIAL Read for PEOPLE! What's in your bucket list? A funny, fast read yet filled
with wisdom that speaks to all of us who have let the daily monotony of responsibilities dominate our lives
and choke out the joy of living. Her very own adventures are hilarious and they will spark concepts of your
own. Because of this book, I did so something I was usually afraid to do--ride a horse! I love how real she
was in discussing her fears of a few of the items on her behalf list.!! Inspired me to create my own list
This book was a fun, easy read with plenty of real-life examples that I possibly could relate to. This
inspiring story demonstrates how that you can do it. I understand it didn't transformation the world, but
getting on that two-ton beast produced me realize that entertaining, daring girl continues to be in me! And
I love how freeing the whole experience sounded. I'm stealing a few of her items and making a few of my
own and writing my own list :) This book is actually amazing because Susan found her purpose and did not
allow ... This book is actually amazing because Susan found her purpose and did not allow anything to avoid
her from fulfilling her dream list. Whenever I need some motivation, I read it again. Meh. Susan Campbell
Cross goes though a journey of self discovery that grows more thrilling as you change the pages. I must

say i couldn't get far with this book. Nothing new. What works for her may or might not work for you..
Inspiring A must browse for everybody. Buy it for your friends turning 30 or 60 or 80. The author and I
are about the same age so her 1980s references were terrific. Go through it today!!!! Certainly
entertaining flavored with wisdom. Lots of useful information which makes those "aha!" occasions seem
even more attainable. Funny, inspiring, and extremely helpful! Highly recommend reading this book! Even
though some of the things on Susan's bucket list may require a little more financial backing, there's no
cause that each folks wouldn't have the ability to set a truly attainable bucket list of our own. Recommend.
It really displays where there's a will, there's a way, and is a fabulous inspiration for both stay-at-home and
working moms to start going out and living life (rather than just watching it pass us by)! Whether you will
be ready to begin working on checking stuff off of your bucket list, or have no idea where to start in the
assembly of the list itself, this reserve is a good read that will offer tips and motivations to let you know
that YOU also can go out presently there and do it! A funny and uplifting book, that's an easy read and
makes you think (and laugh).essential LIFE lessons for all! It gave me a second wind.She has really inspired
many visitors to fulfill their "bucket" list and making the world a better place along the way. We get
therefore bogged down in living we don't remember to live our dreams, actually little ones. Reading this
reserve has inspired me to drive the envelope and really go out there and think about some issues that I
could do this would stretch me out of my comfort zone. Absolute Entertainment! Funny and wise
Hysterically funny in every page plus plenty of wisdom.. Four Stars Go through it and make your have list!
The Perfect Gift Immediately after reading this reserve, I made my very own list.!
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